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Soaaclonal male sterile variation and their expression in indica rice

During the five years of 1984-1988/ 48 cases of male sterile mutants
were found in nine varieties. 20 cases were detected in the Rl
generation, 28 in the R2 generation. The frequency of ms in Rl was around
1% and in R2, 2%. Different explants and the duration of callus
subculture could be major effective factors on the frequency of ms in
somaclones. In IR54, two identical cases of pollen free ins-mutants were
found in different generations (Rl and R2). Among ms-mutants of abortive
pollen type, one (code "54257") was found to be cytoplasmically
controlled. "Zhengshan 97", "Erjioai 162-5", "Guizhao 2" and others could
maintain the male sterile line 54257. IR24, IR36, IR54, "Shuan Er Zhan"
and others could restore the fertility. The results obtained in this
experiment show that not only nuclear but also cytoplasmic genetic
controlled male sterility could be induced by in-vitro culture.

(D.H. Ling, C.Y. Liang, Z.R. Ma, M.F. Chen, South China Institute of
Botany, Academia Sinica, Guangzhou 510650, China)

G a m a ray induced Fusariua wilt resistance in piqeonpea (Cajanus cajan L.
Hillsp)

Seed of pigeonpea "ICPL 265" susceptible to wilt (Fusarium udum) was
irradiated with doses of gamma rays ranging from 5 to 40 kR. In the M^,
untreated control and irradiated populations were all susceptible. Selfed
seeds from surviving M^ plants were grown in a wilt disease plot.
Morphological variants of 40 kR treated seed showed the mutagen's impact.
Nearly all check plants (99.3%) were killed by wilt; 3% of irradiated
M2-plants survived. Selfed seeds were grown as M3 bulks and as M4
single plant progenies. The M4 had several wilt resistant lines with
yield and seed size better than "ICPL 265". One wilt resistant line was
also resistant to Sterility Mosaic Disease and another one was shorter and
earlier than "ICPL 265".

(S. Dwivedi, D.G. Faris, K.C. Jain, Legumes Programme, ICRISAT, Patancheru
505 324, A.P., India)

Study of breeding for anatomical and physiological traits of soybean

Comparative studies on photosynthetic characters, nitrogen-fixation
and peroxidase specific activity were conducted in 20 soybean cultivars
(Glycine max [L.] Merr.). The results show that the upper middle leaves
in most new cultivars or high-yielding cultivars have more palisade cell
layers and palisade cells, more chloroplasts, greater leaf thickness and
specific leaf weight, and higher photosynthetic rate in the reproductive
stage than in the older ones. Most of the new or high-yielding cultivars
have significantly higher nodule nitrogenase activity and ureide
concentration than the older ones. Nodule nitrogenase activity and ureide
concentration were all negatively correlated with leaf nitrate reductase
activity. The peroxidase specific activities were obviously lower in the
new cultivars than in the old ones. Thus characters of photosynthesis and
nitrogen fixation were improved in most new or high-yielding cultivars.
Among the new, improved cultivars are the mutant varieties "Liaodu 3",
(1983) "Tiefeng 18" (1973), "Heinong 26" (1976), and "Heinong 32" (1987).
Among the "old" ones is the mutant variety "Heinong 8" released in 1967.

(Miao Yinong, Xu Shoumin, Zhu Changfu, Lui Xuejun, Jiang Yanqou,
Department of Biology, Northeast Normal University, Changchun, Jilin
130024, China)
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